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Now is the time to make your
"PERSONAL COMFORT CONNECTION" WITH OTIS.

It’s
ALL
About
Comfort &
Support!

What is your Otiszone? Otis’s exclusive comfort zones help you choose which
mattress is the one for you! Ten unique comfort zones to choose from. The lower
the number, the more body contouring softness! Once you find your number, we
can make you comfortable in any room of your home! Combine your Otiszone#
with our dynamic Everlast Foundation for amazing lifetime support and you’ll
experience the most peaceful & relaxing night’s sleep, ever!
An optional Matching Support Unit (MSU) can be added underneath your chosen Otiszone
mattress for added dimension, support and comfort to enhance your sleep zone.

Otis makes contoured comfort for the way you live!

Otiszone

Our dynamic series of Signature Sleep Zones feature ten (10) unique comfort zones for you to
choose from for your personal sleep comfort. Each mattress is pressurized with its own
fingerprint of comfort and support locked inside for life! What is your Otiszone?

Otiszones…from body contouring soft
(#1) to an extra-firm zone (#10)

Otiszone1…the most exclusive pressure management
zone that is made with Viscoelastic temperature sensitive
foams AND quad-density latex like HD foams that provides a
pressure-relaxing sleep that conforms to your body to
promote vital circulation (blood flow) throughout your body to
rest peacefully, giving you a deeper sleep!
Otiszone2…body contouring zone that is topped with
Viscoelastic memory foam to cradle your body in comfort so
you toss and turn less and wake up feeling energized!
Otiszone3…Our plushest and softest zone made of
pressurized HD Foam
Otiszone 4…Energized plush innercomfort zone that is
sensed when you lock in the comfort of latex-like foam and HD
foam.
Otiszone5…Gentle firm and vitalized zone that envelops
your body with a blend of pressurized multi-density and highly
resilient foams.
Otiszone6…This zone is the ultimate of contoured
comfort...Firmer on one side and softer on the other. Designed
with foam encased individual Marshall Coils of varied comfort
gauges aid in this hi-tech customized feel.
Otiszone7…Lively and firm zone that moves with your
body and never bottoms out. Totally HD foam encased
bonnell innersprings are utilized in this extremely durable and
firm sensored fingerprint of comfort.
Otiszone8…Invigorating firm zone that has its own
synergy of comfort when the mixture of multi high-density
foams are pressurized.
Otiszone9…A moldable energized zone with an extra-firm
feel is awarded by this combination of latex-like foams and a
multitude of highly resilient foams.
Otiszone10…This zone captures the soul of extrafirmness. Layers of pressurized HD highly resilient durafoams
customize this comfort level.
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experience the comfort.

1. Fabric Belgian damask…the most durable fabric that
provides natural comfort to your body
2. Tape Edge Construction…delivers a uniform tailored
look with structure lines that give a true reading on the
thickness of the mattress
3. Tailored edge support for durability and added support
for everyday wear and tear
4. Our exclusive Otis Comfort Lock Cushioning System™
tensions all the materials inside to develop a specific
comfort level that is consistent over the life of the
mattress. Performance testing proves this technology is
the key to substantially reducing body impressions.

optional
The Matching
Support Unit (MSU)
is an optional foam
encased low-profile
spring unit that
provides added
support and
dimension to your
sleep zone!
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The Everlast Foundation is the last support
your mattress will ever need! If you have a
great support system, your mattress will never
sag. This comes knocked down, is easy-toassemble, and outperforms boxsprings!
Bonus…breakdown is simple for moving or
maneuvering thru tight walkways!

